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Notes
Created a team setup work sheet that will assign
skiers to teams. It will use the MemberId if available
otherwise it will attempt to match on the skier's
name. The name must be in the format of
"LastName, FirstName" and needs to be the name
as specified in the registration. There will be an
additonal attempt to match on just the last name with
the combination of the division and event
assignment.
Skier not entered in all 3 events is being assigned
The NOPS data table had the number of events
1000 points. Also not calculating overall correctly for required set to zero for JW and IW. This caused the
JW
overall calculation for these 2 divisions to be
incorrect.
5 foot ramp not being offered for JM
Not sure why but I had a check to not allow 5 foot for
6 foot jumpers but IWWF rules allow this.
Review what attributes are updated when imported
When re-importing pre-registrations or from the
registrations already exist. Probably should not
registration template the only information that will be
update event group, run order, or skier class
updated when skier registration for an event already
existing will be the ranking scores and the skiers
officials ratings. For an event the skier's class, event
group, and run order will not be updated. Generally
these are the most likely attributes to have been
updated within the system therefore it creates
problems if the information is over written.
Issue
I have an option to import the skier team
assignsments for regionals and nationals. Right now
I require the member number but adding a feature to
use the name to search registrations would be very
helpful. Popup a dialog if a unique value can't be
determined. Similar to the trick video matching
process

I have been unable to duplicate the issue. However
I have implemented a change that I believe will
eliminate the possiblity of this happening in the
future.
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